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Drawing is awesome fun. Like, seriously
awesome. But learning to draw can sometimes 

be really hard, boring, and boring!

That’s why I have created this book, which not 
only teaches you how to draw awesome

cartoon animals, it gives you some cool
facts, too! 

Here’s a fact right now – a blue whale’s heart 

weighs the same as a car! BAM! You’re 
smarter already!

Besides that, all the instructions are in rhyme, 
and some of them are like a little story. The 

bull, for example, starts off as a bone. You put 
the bone on a plate, the plate cracks, and 

before long you’ve drawn a bull!
YEEHAAAA!

There may even be an upside-down bum involved 
at some stage, I don’t know, IT COULD 

HAPPEN!
So get a pencil, a piece of paper, and get ready 

for a whole lot of fun. 
Most of all, don’t worry about mistakes. 

Everyone makes them, and remember, drawing 
isn’t meant to be a stress, it’s meant to be 

awesome!





HOW TO DRAW A

SNOWMAN
PENGUIN



If the SNOW melts, your snowman will be 
dead,

So use a snowball to give him a head.

4



Another snowball, he’s put on some weight,

Your snowman looks a peanut. Or, actually, 
an 8.

5



Our snowman is happy, at least for a while, 

So now let’s give him a nice big smile.

6



Not nearly enough! We need a bigger smile!

And then go and do something else for a while.

7



8

You’re back! Now, before your snowman
melts and dies,

Use some pebbles to give him some eyes.



Is he wearing a shirt? A jacket? A vest?

Who cares! To keep it closed, a button would 
be best.

9



BORED NOW! Our snowman is done,

Make his mouth a beak for some penguiny fun.

10



To divide up the penguin, give it a vest,

By drawing a line across its chest.

11



Eyes will make your penguin look bewt,

I’ll try big ones. Awwwwww. Isn’t he cute?

12



13

Penguins slide on their tummies for super 
speed,

But at waddling time, feet are what they need!



Draw wings up, down, whatever, I don’t care,

Penguins can’t fly so why are wings even 
there?

14



Black is worn when burglars steal loot,

But it makes a penguin look like it’s wearing a 
suit.

15



A bow tie for the suit, some hair up on top,

And now your penguin’s done … so STOP!

16



Penguins are awesome, we know that it’s true,

Now see what different penguins you can do.

17



18



HOW TO DRAW A

DOG BONE
BULL



It’s time to draw, so hang up the phone,

First up, do a juicy dog bone.

20



At each end of the bone draw a hole and a 
bump,

Or, put another way, a divot and lump.

21



Your dog is starving, he doesn’t want to wait,

So slam his bone down onto a plate.

22



Well, you slammed too hard, or the plate-
maker was slack,

Either way, looks like your plate has a crack.

23



Now, to send your mum right round the bend,

The crack starts spreading out at each end.

24



Don’t worry though, it won’t spread further 
south,

But you have just drawn your bull’s nose and 
mouth!

25



The rest of the drawing won’t take weeks,

Especially if you put in your bull’s chubby 
cheeks.

26



To make this bull equal with his peers,

He’s going to have to have two ears.

27



On the left side, do a really sharp horn,

You could use this bull to hold your corn.

28



You’re doing great, your bull looks swell,

Give him a horn on the right side as well.

29



Between the horns, put in some hair,

Messy or neat, I don’t really care.

30



If your bull is angry, he needs to frown,

So his eyebrows will have to be angled down.

31



The last thing to draw is no surprise,

Chuck on a couple of beady, little eyes!

32



You’ve finished your bull, and that’s no bull,

Now just keep drawing until your page is full.

33



34



HOW TO DRAW A 

HOT DOG
HORSE



We’re ready to go, so for step number one,

We need to draw a hot dog bun.

36



A bun’s no good for you, my friend,

Without some sausage sticking out the end.

37



Ding, ding, ding! Ring the bell,

Squeeze some sauce on the ends as well.

38



The bun needs a bottom or else, I have found,

Your sausage will end up on the ground.

39



Your hot dog’s done, but please don’t frown,

Just turn your paper upside down.

40



Okay, the paper’s right, so on we go,

Draw a fish hook hanging low.

41



Finish the mouth, put in the chin,

Horses have teeth so draw them in.

42



Four lines up are for the nose, you know,

And one line across is where the eyes will go.

43



For a boy don’t do eyelashes on the eyes,

That a girl has long lashes is no surprise.

44



A horse’s hair flops over its eyes all day,

To help keep those pesky flies away.

45



Hip hip, HOORAY! Let’s give three cheers,

If your horse wants to hear, it’s going to need 
ears.

46



A horse isn’t a bird, so it’s not going to peck,

But it does need to have a nice, long neck.

47



One thing to go now, it won’t be a pain,

Shaggy or neat, give your horse a cool mane.

48



Your horse is finished, done and done,

Now make up some more, don’t stop at one.

49



50



HOW TO DRAW A 

BLUE WHALE
DOLPHIN



52

Okay, so before our dolphin sets sail,

Draw the back of a mighty blue whale!



53

It is pretty gross, it has to be said,

To have a hole to fart out of your head!



54

Whales have a line going right down their 
tummy,

They’re the giants of the ocean who think krill 
tastes yummy!



55

If this gave you a whack, it would make you 
wail,

Even so, this whale needs a tail!



56

If a whale stood on its tail, it would be 30 
metres high,

That’s pretty tall. Oh yeah. Draw in one eye.



Now the whale’s fins, and the base of its guts,

Blue whales weigh 200,000 kilograms. That is 
totally nuts!

57



A line to start the mouth, don’t draw it too far,

Did you know a blue whale’s heart weighs the 
same as a car???

58



59

But it’s a dolphin we want, so do a bottle nose,

And then a little smiling mouth, I suppose!



60

And now we draw the dolphin’s chin,

When whales drink, 5,000 kilos of water goes 
in!



61

AAGGHH!!! SHARK!!! No, it’s all lies,

It’s not a shark fin, just a dolphin in disguise!



62

Before we draw in some water and splashes,

Give your dolphin an eyebrow, or maybe 
eyelashes.



63

Dolphins surf and leap and dive,

It not only looks pretty, it helps them survive.



64

Our dolphin is done, he looks awesome, too,

Now see what different dolphins you can do.



HOW TO DRAW A
Ping pong playing, alien

GIRAFFE



If the call to play table tennis is heeded,

Two table tennis bats are going to be needed.

66



Next, place a ball on top of each bat,

Make them nice and round. They won’t 
bounce if they’re flat.

67



In order for a ping pong challenge to be set,

We need to set up a ping pong net.

68



You thought you might have to play solo ping 
pong,

When, just at that moment, an alien came 
along.

69



You were a little bit scared, you had to gawk,

Because this tough-looking alien had a tough-
looking Mohawk!

70



But he put you at ease in a very short while,

By giving you his friendliest, “I come in peace,” 
smile!

71



Now we’ll draw the rest of our giraffe in,

Beginning, of course, with the mouth and the 
chin.

72



This next bit looks like a bicycle jump,

Or a mountain. Or a camel’s hump.

73



To make your giraffe look cool beyond belief,

Draw a bit of the mouth and all of the teeth.

74



Our giraffe is coming along really well,

Give it some nostrils to help it to smell.

75



Do the next bit as long as you like, by heck,

It’s time to draw in the giraffe’s famous neck.

76



Now some more Mohawk, because he’s so 
cool,

About halfway down the neck is good, as a 
rule.

77



Finally, cover the mouth, draw more spots in,

And, if you want to, some hairs on the chin!

78



Your giraffe is done, but he’s just the start,

Now you can change him, and I have to … go 
and make dinner.

79



80



HOW TO DRAW AN 

ABSURD
BIRD



A good way to draw a picture of a bird,

Is to start with a circle, at least, that’s what I’ve 
heard.

82



It’s not absurd that when you’re drawing the 
mouth,

Happy or sneaky curves north, sad or angry 
curves south.

83



To be sure, to be sure, this step be the third,

As some curves finish off the beak of the bird.

84



To keep things in balance, this can’t be 
deferred,

So two eyes drawn in is what is preferred.

85



Don’t be a nerd … sorry, that’s mean, I’ll 
reword,

But only if you put an expression on your bird.

86



To help your bird stand out from the herd,

Eyebrows will make him look cool … word.

87



If your vision is blurred, glasses are the best,

To help you see your bird’s awesome crest.

88



Birds aren’t furred, it’s feathers they own,

But if they don’t have wings they’ll drop like a 
stone.

89



Here’s a heads up, a tip, the good word,

You need to put a chest and tummy on your 
bird.

90



Your bird will get dizzy with one wing and, by the 
way,

There’s one word that rhymes with bird I am NOT
going to say!

91



Vegetarians eat a lot of bean curd,

It makes them happy. As do feet on a bird.

92



If you feel a splat on your head, here’s what 
occurred,

You probably just walked under a bird.

93



My instructions have nearly all been 
transferred,

There are two to go. First, a tail on your bird.

94



Now the last step, and if you haven’t misheard,

Some patterns will finish your amazing looking 
bird!

95



I’ve taught you one bird, now show what you 
can do,

By starting to make up your own birds, too!

96



HOW TO DRAW A 
Slithering Snake,

SILENT SHARK,

T-REX



This picture’s brought to you by the letterS,

We’re drawing a T-Rex, if you didn’t guess.

98



I was going to do the S in bubble writing,

But then changed my mind. Isn’t that exciting?

99 



SpikyStalactites will really excite,

They stay up the top ‘cos they’re holding on tight!

100



There areStealthy SharksSwimmingSilently in 
the Sea,

Just draw their fins. That’s all we can See.

101



You have to beStrong, you have to be brave,

As a Snake goesSlithering into a cave!

102



There’s no need to Scream, there’s no need to 
Shout,

But we do need a Spot for the Snot to Sneak out.

103



This next bit, to you, might seem pretty dull,

But brains will fall out if there’s no SolidSkull!

104



To help your T-Rex truly be free,

Give him an Seeing ball, it will help him to 
See.

105



Relax, don’t Stress, it’s time to be bolder,

Go on, you can do it, give your T-Rex a Shoulder.

106



Tail starts with T. Wait … WHAT?

Well, I guess he can use it to Smash,Squash 
and Swat!

107



This rhyme’s pretty bad, but don’t be a knocker,

Just draw in a leg so that he can play Soccer!

108



His other leg Slips off to the Side,

We can’t see all of it … don’t draw it too wide.

109



A T-Rex’s arms are tiny and dinky,

And their claws curve around, just like a Slinky.

110



Now a Second arm, to make him look Swell,

And, if you like, some SpittySaliva as well.

111



So that’s your T-Rex! You can draw a dinosaur,

Now use those Skills to create heaps more!

112



HOW TO DRAW AN
UPSIDE-DOWN BUM

MONKEY



This is two thirds of a heart, although I 
suppose, to some,

It might look like an upside-down bum.

114



That’s enough bum talk, let’s keep this neat,

Draw in a base and we have a love-heart seat.

115



At Disneyland, there used to be a Tunnel of 
Love ride,

Where you’d float into a tunnel all dark inside.

116



But something’s gone wrong! We have to turn 
back!

At the top of the tunnel is a jagged-looking crack.

117



This is no Tunnel of Love, it’s a Haunted House 
it would seem,

Now a freaky looking ghost appears … get 
ready to scream!

118



119

But there’s no monkey business, you can give 
three cheers,

We’re drawing a monkey so stick on some ears!



120

We need an expression, because if the eyeballs 
aren’t set,

A zombie monkey is what you will get.



You’re not going to make a monkey out of me,

But you do need to draw in a hair or three.

121



122

Monkeys need mouths to eat bananas,

Which are harder to chew when they’re 
wearing pyjamas.



123

You’re a cheeky monkey, it has to be said,

Now draw in a neck so your monkey isn’t dead.



124

Monkeys keep their arms relaxed and mellow,

And with bananas on the brain, their favourite 
colour is yellow.



Well I’ll be a monkey’s uncle, here’s a fact for 
free,

Monkeys peel their bananas, just like you and 
me!

125



We’re not drawing the monkeys with the funny 
purple butts,

But we do need to remember to draw in the 
guts.

126



It’s not a sloth either, so it isn’t asleep,

And needs some back legs to help it to leap.

127



If you thought apes were monkeys, I’m afraid 
that’s a fail,

They’re not, because they don’t have a tail.

128



We’ve gone bananas drawing one monkey,

Now make up some monkeys that you think 
are funky!

129



130



HOW TO DRAW A 

MERMAID
ELEPHANT 



They’re the sirens of the ocean, they trap 
sailors with their charms,

And we start by drawing the top of their arms.

132



Mermaids take afternoon naps on boulders,

And get a suntan on their neck and their 
shoulders.

133



Mermaids love swimming, which is really 
great,

And to keep themselves calm? Ommmm, they 
meditate.

134



If you spy a mermaid while you’re out for a sail,

You’ll notice they have a fishy looking tail.

135



But it’s not a mermaid we’re aiming to draw,

So draw in an eye, then draw in one more.

136



An elephant’s huge ears keep them cool in the 
heat,

But when it comes to listening … they use their 
feet!

137



Elephants can nap standing up, they don’t 
need a bed,

And they have amazing memories trapped in 
their head.

138



They’re the largest land animals, with saggy 
baggy skin,

So now it’s time to draw some wrinkles in.

139



If trunks help elephants smell, I suppose, 

When they drink they suck water straight up 
their nose!

140



They weigh thousands of kilos, but when they 
walk around,

Their padded feet mean they barely make a 
sound!

141



If you clean up after an elephant, it will be 
pretty smelly,

Because of all the food that fits in their belly.

142



Even with strong back legs coming down from 
their rump,

Elephants are the only mammals unable to 
jump.

143



Elephants can play, laugh, swim and cry,

We’ve drawn one elephant, now give some 
others a try!

144



HOW TO DRAW,

IN FACT,
A TIGER

(This one’s Extra hard!!!)



I don’t have a story for our tiger drawing acts,

Draw some eyes then I’ll blow your mind with 
awesome tiger facts!

146



Tigers have a nose as well as great leg power,

Which helps them run at 65 kilometres per hour!

147



Tigers have very sharp teeth and, they say,

You can hear a tiger roar from 2 kilometres away!

148



The next bit we draw looks like a little beard,

Unlike cats, tigers only purr when they breathe 
out. Huh. Weird.

149



Now the side of its face, some fur just for fun,

Tigers think you look tasty, so if you see one … 

RUN
150



Next we put in the other side of the face,

Tigers are cats who think swimming is ace!

151



Tigers are the biggest big cat, but the top of 
their head,

Is not for sitting on. If you do that, you’ll be 
dead.

152



Now for some stripes, which help tigers to 
hide,

Let’s put them on the face, right round the 
inside.

153



Your tiger needs a chin and a jaw,

There are only around 4,500 tigers left in the 
wild. That’s all. No more.

154



More fur on the tiger’s left, which is your right,

Tigers are nocturnal, so they like to party at 
night.

155



Kilograms? Tigers can weigh around three 
hundred and two,

Which means they weigh five times more than 
I do!

156



Draw a strong back leg for walking around,

Tigers live in forests, or grasslands, or on rocky 
ground.

157



Now a stomach for all the food it will eat,

Tigers aren’t vegetarians, they prefer to eat 
meat.

158



Tigers are native to Asia, but can be found 
around the world,

I draw his front paw just a little bit curled.

159



Although they’re extremely graceful, tigers 
don’t do ballet,

These two lines outline the shoulder, by the 
way.

160



While they’re generally orange, their tummies 
are white,

And I think a tiger would beat a shark in a fight.

161



Two right legs, slightly hidden here, you know,

The earliest known tiger lived more than two 
million years ago!

162



A tiger’s tail can be up to 1.2 metres long,

Draw it on the back which is where it should 
belong.

163



Much like our fingerprints, tigers can claim,

That no two tigers’ stripes are exactly the 
same.

164



Fill in the stripes, in real life they’re black,

And you have drawn a tiger, from front to 
back!

165



Now you’ve drawn one tiger, which was good 
to do,

But that was my tiger. What comes next is up 
to you!

166
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